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For a long time, Public Relations have left a impression to public that lacks 

ethics, and related to manipulation, persuasion, propaganda and spin, 

moreover, weather Public Relations is indeed a professional occupation 

also have been debate fiercely for years. This is because the whole 

industry lacks of an effective codes of conducts to restrain and regulate 

practitioners’ behaviour, and codes of conducts matters weather PR 

industry is ethical and professionalism. In this essay, I will discuss the 

purpose of codes of conducts and whether current codes of conducts are 

effective with reference of  IPRA and CIPR, It will be argued that the 

current PR codes of conducts are not effective enough to reach its 

purpose.  

 

According to (Collins dictionary, 2007), The code of conduct for a group or 

organization is an agreement on rules of behavior for the members of that 

group or organization. In the public relations context, the purpose of codes 

of conducts are not only distinguish behaviours, but also shoulder the 

responsibilities of professionalism and the industry image. Firstly, Public 

Relations, no like other profession like lawyer or doctor, practitioners do not 

necessarily need a license to entry this industry, “All you need to get 

started is a desk, a computer, a phone, and self-confidence, a degree of 

social skill and an interest in the media.”(Morris, 2008), and because the 

ease of entry and no license, Public Relations is always under doubt 

weather it’s a profession or just a skill. “Objectivity and high standards of 

conduct and performance” (Theaker, 2004, cited in Tench& Yeomans, 

2009). The one of Global Alliance of PR associations guiding principle of 



professionalism, means a high standard code of conduct is, undoubtfully, a 

criterion for define a profession. CIPR has a section entitled “Maintaining 

professional standards” with in its codes of conduct, it states “CIPR 

members are encouraged to raise and maintain their own professional 

standards”(CIPR, 2012). In addition, E’tang (2004)states “the current IPR 

code contains elements of codes of ethics, codes of conduct, and codes of 

practice and clearly attempts to position public relations as a profession.” 

Therefore, professionalism is a fundamental purpose of the codes. 

Secondly, “The profession’s own reputations remains a major concern with 

serious implications for practitioners, scholars and therefore also for clients 

and businesses who uses public relation services” (Tilley,2005, cited in 

L’Etang, 2009). thus codes of conducts playing a vital role of building the 

image of integrity of Public relations, a industry which been perceived by 

public as lack of ethics, and bearing the accusation of manipulation, 

persuasion and spin. Both CIPR and IPRA written in their codes of 

conducts about its importance, CIPR (2012) suggests “A key part of this 

has been the development of a number of Codes and Charters seeking to 

provide an ethical framework for the activities of the profession.” and IPRA 

(2011) records “ Maintaining professional standards in the public relations 

profession”, both ethics mentioned values such as loyalty, honesty, 

transparency, respect, integrity, and expect persuade others of positive 

image of Public Relations industry. By undertake to uphold these codes, 

Public Relations practitioners will all benefit from the ethical climate they 

create, enhance the credibility to clients, and regain respect from public. 

 



However, The CIPR and IPRA have not effectively achieving the goal they 

setting for, this is because the codes are, in fact, only voluntarily abide by 

its members. According to Morris (2008), “In the UK, by far the biggest 

centre of PR activity outside America, there are fewer than 50,000 people 

in PR.” On the contrary, there are 9,493 current number of CIPR members 

(Cartmell, 2011), meanwhile, IPRA currently has 700 members (IPRA 

website), which means there are only small proportion of practitioners are 

holding a codes of conducts in the UK. As a consequence, a codes of 

conduct that fail to reach most practitioners is lack of effectiveness. A 

person who works in Public Relations currently not required to belong to 

any associations to practice public relations as a profession. This is a major 

loophole. Practitioners who breaks the codes of conducts can easily avoid 

punishment by either do not register any association or just quit them. 

L’Etang (2008) argued “IPR members often resign before they could be 

expelled. As James Derriman, Managing Director of Charles Baker City 

and Chairman of the Institute’s Professional Practices Committee 

commented, unfortunately, in more cases than one during my period with 

the committee it has not been possible to take effective action because the 

practitioner responsible has ceased to be in membership.” Neither IPRA 

nor CIPR mentioned provide enforcement monitoring or re course for their 

infringement, even though CIPR set up a disciplinary committee, but its 

most severe consequence is just revocation of association membership. 

“Codes are presumed to be for the benefit of society, but can only be so if 

misdemeanors are punished and sanctions applied to those who 

transgress the code. If an occupation is unable to enforce its code, or 

seems reluctant to do so, then the code is no more than a window 

dressing”(E’tang, 2004). a effective code can only based on the premise 



that enforced by every practitioner with on exception or would be rendered 

useless. “Although it is often the case that organisations will wish their PR 

practitioners to be a member of professional body, some organisations 

require those PR practitioners who contact them on behalf of others to 

ascribe to a code of conduct”(Tench & Yeomans, 2008). Public Relations 

Organizations should make great efforts to educate and encourage 

practitioners to aware their duties to society, client, profession and 

themselves, and encourage practitioners being members of organisations.  

 

In term of content, both IPRA and CIPR are too short to be an effective 

codes of conduct, and regarded by most of PR practitioners as a proof of 

PR is indeed a profession. “Codes of ethics for public relations practitioners 

have been viewed by their critics as nothing more than an attempt to 

professionalize an unprofessional occupation”. This is understandable 

because in fact there are only 18 codes of IPRA, even though CIPR have 

more specific details, it seems the tip of the iceberg compare with codes of 

conducts of other profession, “Practitioners often state that codes of ethics 

are too vague to be useful in their own careers or that they do not give 

enough specific guidance to be anything other than rudimentary”(Bowen et 

al., 2006). Apart from this, Parsons (2008) argues that “These codes of 

conduct(CIPR), however, tend to be broad guidelines that are themselves 

based on more specific rules. They are developed based on selected 

universal ethical principles and values of those creating them.” Moreover, 

the codes are not practical and remain to curtail the tarnished image of PR 

industry. “Research found that some practitioners say they see a code of 

ethics once and then do not refer to it or read it again.”(Bowen, 2002). In 



addition, the current codes of conduct fail to made PR industry a ethical 

one, for example, In 1990, the Hill & Knowlton let about 20 American PR 

firm in a domestic campaign which funded by Kuwait government, A 

particularly notorious event was the testimony of “Nurse Nayirah” to the 

congressional human rights caucus, Nayirah falsely testified that she had 

witnessed Iraqi soldiers killing hundreds babies at the al-addan hospital in 

Kuwait city (New York Times, 1992), However, “Public Relation society of 

America only wrote a controversial letter to its membership defending the 

actions of Hill & Knowlton, claiming the criticisms amounted to criticizing 

the entire practice.”(Stuart, 1992) Lack of effective contents to regulate and 

monitoring PR industry made codes of conduct useless. To improve the 

effectiveness of codes of conducts, IPRA and CIPR should revise it into 

specific PR categories, for example: Public affairs, Culture, Media and 

sport, healthcare and corporate etc. Secondly, given that PR is a practical 

industry, even though we can never have a codes of conduct cover 

everything, the codes should be more detailed guidance and rules, define 

what practitioners ought to do. Thirdly, the codes should clearly line out the 

bottom line of the proper behavior for PR practitioners. Other wise, codes 

of conducts will remain useless and undervalued. 

 

According to IABC study’s findings on ethics, the majority of participants 

reported that they had little if any academic training or study of ethics. 30% 

of them said they had no academic ethics study of any kind, and another 

40% in the study said they had “a few lecture or reading on ethics”(Bowen, 

2007). Which means that about 70% of PR practitioners have only a few or 

even no awareness of ethics, this may put them into ethical dilemma 



because no ethics knowledge support. In fact, even though UK are 2 

biggest market of PR and have near 50,000 professionals (CIPR), there 

are only 35 Public Relations degree courses in UK (whatuni website), and 

most of them do not accommodate any codes of conduct study within 

course curriculums, as a consequence, what they have learned about 

codes of conducts or ethics comes from practical experiences rather than 

academic study (Bowen, 2007). Given join associations and abide codes of 

conducts are voluntarily, if Codes of conducts could not successfully reach 

during education, young practitioners will lack of awareness of importance 

of codes of conducts, thus not willing to join PR associations, and using 

their experiences and their own judgment when doing practical works, thus 

let to codes of conducts futility. PR associations should also value the 

educate of codes of conducts, build relationship with educational 

institutions, make effort to insert codes of conducts course into Public 

Relations degree, or offer on-the-job training courses to current 

practitioners.  

 

In conclusion, this essay has discussed the purpose and importance of 

codes of conducts, then looked at the universality, practicability of content 

and the education of codes of conduct. Even though we can see both CIPR 

and IPRA have already attempted in encouraging their members to raise 

professional standards, they have not given enough guidance to achieving 

it. The codes is neither practical to implement to reach majority of PR 

practitioners, nor detailed enough to guide professionals and regulate the 

PR industry and provide a image of professionalism, In fact, codes are only 

voluntarily abide by members who belong to a specific PR organisations. 



Which means in most cases, practitioners are rely on their own ethics 

rather than codes of conducts.Moreover, lack of efficient education and 

punishment of unethical behavior of practitioner also made codes of 

conducts ineffective. It was suggested that PR organisations should raise 

awareness of importance of codes of conduct, and revise its codes of 

conduct by accommodate more practical content to make the PR a ethical 

profession. Secondly, they should build rigorous punishment mechanism 

for those who commit unethical behavior or jeopardize the reputation of PR 

industry. Thirdly, they should set up education classes of codes of 

conducts for both PR students and practitioners. 
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